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The control over the adsorption or grafting of biomolecules from a liquid to a solid interface is of
fundamental importance in different ﬁelds, such as drug delivery, pharmaceutics, diagnostics, and
tissue engineering. It is thus important to understand and characterize how biomolecules interact
with surfaces and to quantitatively measure parameters such as adsorbed amount, kinetics of
adsorption and desorption, conformation of the adsorbed biomolecules, orientation, and aggregation
state. A better understanding of these interfacial phenomena will help optimize the engineering of
biofunctional surfaces, preserving the activity of biomolecules and avoiding unwanted side effects.
The characterization of molecular adsorption on a solid surface requires the use of analytical tech-
niques, which are able to detect very low quantities of material in a liquid environment without
modifying the adsorption process during acquisition. In general, the combination of different tech-
niques will give a more complete characterization of the layers adsorbed onto a substrate. In this
review, the authors will introduce the context, then the different factors inﬂuencing the adsorption
of biomolecules, as well as relevant parameters that characterize their adsorption. They review
surface-sensitive techniques which are able to describe different properties of proteins and poly-
meric ﬁlms on solid two-dimensional materials and compare these techniques in terms of sensitiv-
ity, penetration depth, ease of use, and ability to perform “parallel measurements.” © 2018
Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
https://doi.org/10.1116/1.5045122
I. INTRODUCTION
The adsorption of proteins and polymers on surfaces
plays a crucial role in several domains with growing eco-
nomic and societal importance. In the biomedical ﬁeld in
particular, a thorough understanding of the adsorption phe-
nomena and a precise control over the surfaces and adsorbed
molecules are often keys for a successful application.
A. Diagnostics
The design of sensitive and robust diagnostic tools, like
lateral ﬂow immune chromatographic assays using porous
materials, relies on surface-immobilized capture antibodies
with a speciﬁc orientation.1 A meticulous control over the
amount and conformation of these molecules on the surface
guarantees the quality of the diagnostic test.
B. Pharmaceutics and vaccine production
The dose and structural integrity of biologics is critical
for their therapeutic efﬁciency.2 During the manufacturing,
long-term storage, and administration to patients, therapeutic
proteins are exposed to variable surfaces and interfaces to
which they adsorb because of their inherent amphiphilic
nature.3 Loss of protein and conformational changes triggered
by surface adsorption have therefore to be controlled and
minimized with adequate formulation additives.
C. Tissue engineering
The host response to a biomaterial is critical in the deter-
mination of the success of implantable devices. This
response is determined ﬁrst by the proteins that interact with
the implant surface and then by the cells present in the extra-
cellular matrix within the biological ﬂuids at the vicinity of
the implant. Cells interact foremost with the adsorbed pro-
teins. The nature and the activity of these proteins, once
adsorbed, dictate the initial cellular and sequential host
response. For instance, the presence of intermolecular aggre-
gates in the bone morphogenetic protein 2 (BMP-2) growth
factor may alter its interaction with the cellular receptors
BMP receptors, ultimately leading to a loss of biological
activity. The consequence of such bioactivity loss is a
decrease in biological signaling insight the cell. In case of
bone, this may be the case for a loss of biochemical signal-
ing by bone precursor cells, thus impacting their ability to
differentiate into bone cells.4,5
D. Biomimetic lipid membranes to study protein–lipid
interactions
Biomimetic membranes enable to mimic in vitro, in sim-
pliﬁed systems, the plasma membrane of cells and to study
its interaction with proteins in well-deﬁned conditions.
a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: catherine.picart@
grenoble-inp.fr
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Indeed ﬁxed physicochemical parameters (pH, ionic strength
and type of buffer) enable to control membrane formation6,7
and lipid composition, for example the type and amount of
negatively charged lipids like phosphatidylserine or phospha-
tidyl inositols. Such deﬁned conditions allow then to study
the speciﬁc roles of the selected lipids in protein/lipid inter-
actions.8,9 These proteins can be cytosolic (in solution) like
the ezrin, radixin, and moesin family of proteins that play a
role in the anchorage between the cellular cytoskeleton and
the plasma membrane10,11 or incorporated in the lipid mem-
brane (i.e., integral membrane proteins).12 The study of
protein/lipid interactions is of prime importance in a large
number of physiological and pathological processes such as
viral and parasite invasion including plasma membrane
budding,8 in the formation of cellular protrusions13 to
orchestrate cytoskeletal deformation and associated biochem-
ical signaling.
The process of protein adsorption onto a surface can be
due to (i) spontaneous adsorption induced mainly by elec-
trostatic or hydrophobic interactions with the substrate or
(ii) the functionalization of the material with either reactive
functional groups (i.e., N-Hydroxysuccinimide-ester) or
ligands that bind speciﬁcally to the proteins. As a conse-
quence, biomolecules are stabilized on the surface by non-
covalent interaction forces (physisorption), by covalent
bonding, or via the afﬁnity they have for a particular immo-
bilized ligand. The amount and orientation of the adsorbed
molecules as well as the reversibility of the adsorption
process are all inﬂuenced by the mode of interaction with
the surface.14
In this review, we focus on the control and characteriza-
tion of biomolecule adsorption from a liquid solution to a
surface, either bare or functionalized. Thus, we will not
address the case of nanoparticles in solution,15 for which
the analytical techniques are different. We are also not pre-
senting techniques that are speciﬁc to the ﬁeld of biosens-
ing since here we do not aim to quantify the concentration
of analytes in a solution but rather quantify the amount of
adsorbed biomolecules on a given surface and how they
interact with this surface (kinetics, conformational state).
The biomolecules may be proteins, lipids, or polymeric
chains that are soluble such as polyelectrolytes or polyeth-
ylene glycol (PEG) (Fig. 1). The biomolecules can be cova-
lently attached or noncovalently adsorbed on the surface.
Furthermore, we decided to focus solely on proteins or
polymers with pharmaceutical value, which are often very
expensive and available only in low amounts. We will not
discuss model proteins such as bovine serum albumin
(BSA) or lysozyme, which are widely studied and have
already been reviewed.16 Here, we describe a toolbox of
surface-sensitive techniques that can help scientists to
control the adsorption of unlabeled biomolecules at the
solid–liquid interface. For each technique, we will highlight
the parameters that can be measured as well as its advan-
tages and drawbacks (Table I). Notably, a given experimen-
tal technique is often associated to a particular experimental
setup, including a ﬂow cell. The conﬁguration of this ﬂow
cell is technique-dependent in that there may be some geo-
metrical constraints to guide the physical signals to the
sensing surface. Besides, since the studied biomolecules are
available only in low amounts, these ﬂow cells are often
designed to require only very small volumes (ideally in the
μL range).
To note, another factor not given in Table I may be taken
into account by the users: the costs of the consumables and
maintenance are not indicated but can greatly impact the
global costs of the experiments.
II. PARAMETERS INFLUENCING BIOMOLECULE
SURFACE ADSORPTION
Biomolecule adsorption is mostly studied at the solid–
liquid interface. The most important driving forces for bio-
molecule adsorption on a surface are electrostatic interac-
tions, van-der-Waals interactions, hydrogen bonds, and
hydrophobic interactions. Below, we ﬁrst present the physi-
cochemical conditions that inﬂuence biomolecule adsorption
and then the parameters that are used to describe and charac-
terize biomolecule adsorption at surfaces.
A. Physicochemical properties of the biomolecule,
liquid medium, and surface
There are three key parameters contributing to the interac-
tions between a biomolecule and a surface.
1. Physicochemical properties of the biomolecule
(protein, polymeric chain, lipids, etc.)
Regarding proteins, their size depends on the number of
amino acid and can vary from a few nanometers to tens of
nanometers. Their composition in amino acids inﬂuences
the intramolecular forces that deﬁne their conformation,
their isoelectric point (pH at which their global charge is
neutral), and their global shape, which can be symmetric
for globular proteins (such as albumin or insulin) or
asymmetric for elongated and Y-shaped proteins, such as
ﬁbronectin and IgG.17
The diffusion coefﬁcient (D, in μm2/s) depends on the
size and shape of the proteins. It deﬁnes the time needed for
the proteins to reach the surface. In complex mixtures of pro-
teins, protein adsorption is a competitive process, in which
adsorbed proteins can subsequently be replaced by others,
depending on their respective binding strength. This phe-
nomenon, known as the Vroman effect,18 describes the
replacement of a fast adsorbing protein with low surface
afﬁnity by a slow adsorbing protein with a higher surface
afﬁnity. The adsorption of biomolecules can be random or
directed at a speciﬁc position, depending on the intermolecu-
lar interactions between the biomolecules and the interactions
between the biomolecules and the underlying surfaces
[Fig. 1(a)]. The orientation of adsorbed molecules can be in
plane (e.g., x, y directions) or out of plane (x, y, z directions)
[Fig. 1(b)] in case the biomolecules are anisotropic and
forming long-range aggregates in the direction perpendicular
to the sensor surface. The interactions between the
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biomolecules and the surface, the intermolecular interac-
tions between the biomolecules themselves, as well as the
anisotropy of the biomolecules (shape and the presence of
different molecular domains) are factors contributing to the
packing density, orientation, and adsorbed amount of the
biomolecules as well as, in the case of bioactive proteins,
their biological activity. Notably, with increasing surface
coverage, protein–protein interactions can change surface
adsorption kinetics, leading to positive or negative
cooperativity.6,14
Given the structural complexity of proteins, it is very dif-
ﬁcult to ﬁnd simple ways of predicting their adsorption
behavior at interfaces. An attempt to classify proteins into
“hard” and “soft” ones, describing their propensity for
structural modiﬁcation upon surface binding, was made by
Arai and Norde.19 “Hard” proteins tend to adsorb on surfaces
undergoing none or only small conformational changes,
whereas more extensive structural reorientations accompany
surface adsorption of “soft” proteins. “Hard” proteins tend to
adsorb preferentially on hydrophobic surfaces and their
adsorption is largely dominated by hydrophobic and electro-
static interactions [Fig. 1(c)]. In contrast, because of their
low internal stability, “soft” proteins tend to adsorb well on
both hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces, compensating
the loss of hydration of the protein and the surface and elec-
trostatic interactions by a gain in folding entropy.
Polymeric chains have a certain length and charge
density. Polymers can be grafted and orientated on a surface
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of molecular adsorption on surfaces and of important parameters to consider. (a) Schematic representation of a random or
directed adsorption of molecules to a speciﬁc position on the surface; directed here means that molecular interactions between the biomolecules guide their
spatial organization at the surface of the sensor material. (b) Schematic representation of the adsorption of anisotropic biomolecules either on the surface (x, y)
plane or out of plane (x, y, z). (c) Proteins can be physisorbed on hydrophilic and/or hydrophobic surfaces or grafted via site-speciﬁc covalent functionalization.
Hard proteins only marginally change conformation when physisorbed on surfaces; on the contrary, soft proteins can change their conformation when physi-
sorbed on hydrophobic surfaces. Polymers can also be grafted and oriented on a surface via covalent interaction or randomly physisorbed. In the following, we
will use the following nomenclature: F for the materials sensing substrate, A for the adsorbed layer of biomolecules whatever their type (proteins, polymers,
lipids, etc.), and C for the cover medium (i.e., liquid medium above the adsorbed layer, which can be a buffered solution or any other type of solution). (d)
Lipid vesicle adsorption on a surface is surface-speciﬁc; they remain intact on oxidized gold, whereas on glass they fuse forming a planar supported lipid
bilayer.
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via covalent interactions or physisorbed randomly
[Fig. 1(c)]. Supported lipid membranes are important to
study the properties and functions of membrane-bound pro-
teins. In particular, the goal of synthetic biology is the
assembly of biomimetic cell-like structures, which combine
multiple biological components in synthetic lipid vesicles. It
is well known that the fusion of lipid vesicles forming 2D
supported lipid bilayers depends on the substrate composi-
tion.20 They remain as compact vesicles on oxidized gold
substrates and they fuse at a critical surface concentration on
SiO2 [Fig. 1(d)]. More recently, a one-step procedure, called
the solvent-assisted lipid bilayer formation method, has been
developed in order to form supported lipid bilayers which do
not require vesicles and is compatible with different surfaces,
not only SiO2.
21
2. Liquid medium
The pH of the solution inﬂuences the net charge of pro-
teins and of polymeric chains that contain charged func-
tional groups (such as carboxylic acid, sulfate, phosphate
for the negative ones, and ammonium for the positive
ones). The ionic strength of the solution deﬁnes the dis-
tance (Debye length) at which electrostatic interactions are
effective in an electrolyte solution. It thus inﬂuences attrac-
tive or repulsive interactions between charged biomolecules
and surfaces, affecting the molecular interactions and their
adsorption kinetics. The type of buffer [phosphate buffer
(PBS), 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid, …] and ions
present in solution (monovalent such as K+Cl− or Na+Cl−
or divalent such as Ca2+ and Mg2+) also impact on molecu-
lar interactions, since the ions have afﬁnities with func-
tional groups, as is the case of phosphate groups for
calcium ions.22
3. Surface properties
The properties of the surface such as the type of func-
tional group, charge, and hydrophobicity can all inﬂuence
biomolecule adsorption. For adsorption studies, chemi-
cally well-deﬁned surfaces are usually obtained by surface
functionalization. This is commonly achieved using self-
assembled monolayers23 or polymer brushes24 made of
polyethylene oxide or PEG.25 The polymers can be
deposited by physical adsorption (physisorption) using
dip- or spin-coating or grafted by various strategies26
[Fig. 1(b)]. Polymers may be used to minimize protein
adsorption through steric effects and excluded volume
effects.27 Usually, proteins tend to adsorb more strongly
on hydrophobic than hydrophilic surfaces, on charged
than on uncharged surfaces. Finally, model lipid mem-
branes (supported lipid bilayers) can also be used to
mimic protein interactions with the plasma membrane
present in cells.28
The topography of the surface, especially its roughness at
the nanometer and even micrometer scale, may strongly
inﬂuence protein adsorption and conformation.29,30TA
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B. Parameters used to characterize biomolecule
adsorption
1. Surface-adsorbed amount
An important parameter that is measured by several tech-
niques (see below) is the adsorbed mass, expressed in mass
per unit area (Γ usually in ng/cm2 or μg/cm2). The results
vary with the experimental setups (variable surface area and
chemistry), the timescales, and the sensitivities of the respec-
tive techniques, and it remains challenging to compare
different studies. For proteins, there are different models
describing their adsorption/desorption behavior at inter-
faces,31 the most widely known being the Langmuir model
and the random sequential adsorption model. However, these
models have two main limitations:31 ﬁrst, the equilibrium
hypothesis does not apply as desorption experiments gener-
ally lead to a residual, irreversibly bound protein fraction and
desorbed proteins can potentially readsorb at the surface.
Second, these models do not account for interactions
between surface-adsorbed molecules such as rearrangements
with increasing surface coverage. Therefore, care should be
taken to consider an accurate description corresponding to
the observed adsorption and desorption phenomena.
Adsorption may be ideally recorded in real time (time resolu-
tion <1 min) in order to follow the adsorption kinetics. It
may be sigmoidal, indicating that some cooperativity
between the biomolecules occurs during adsorption.32 This
cooperativity may be due to intermolecular interactions
leading to aggregate formation.33 In general, at low surface
coverage, Langmuir-type adsorption takes place which is
subsequently replaced by a cooperative adsorption at higher
surface coverage.32 Typical adsorbed protein amounts are in
the order of hundreds of ng/cm2.16 In most cases, the irre-
versibly adsorbed amount corresponds to a protein mono-
layer although stably adsorbed protein multilayers have also
been documented.34 Very often repulsion between adjacent
adsorbed proteins entails monolayer formation. Multilayers
are typically found in conditions that reduce protein–protein
repulsion and promote aggregation.
2. Conformational change upon adsorption
In solution, biomolecules are surrounded by a shell of
water molecules that are associated with it and contribute to
its stable conformation. Upon surface adsorption, the bio-
molecules may undergo rapid conformational changes to
increase the surface contact area and stabilize the adsorp-
tion by a maximization of interaction forces with the
surface (footprint).14 For instance, on a hydrophobic
surface, protein adsorption is accompanied by an entropy
gain resulting from the release of surface-adsorbed water
molecules and ions and turning previously buried hydro-
phobic side chains toward the surface.14 Such surface-
induced reorientations result in partial unfolding of the
adsorbed proteins so that a stabilization at the interface can
be achieved. The protein–surface interactions and the
entropy gain from conformational relaxation contribute to a
new free energy minimum of the adsorbed state of the
protein. In general, structural changes in adsorbed proteins
are more prominent on hydrophobic surfaces than on hydro-
philic ones and vary according to the inherent stability of
the protein. The consequence of this relaxation (unfolding
and/or reorientation) is the establishment of an often irre-
versibly bound protein fraction, at least within the time-
frame of most experimental approaches.
Beyond biomolecule–surface interactions, protein–protein
interactions also inﬂuence the ﬁnal state of the adsorbed
species.31 Lateral interactions via electrostatic forces gain
importance as adsorption proceeds. These lateral interactions
inﬂuence the conformational state of the adsorbed biomole-
cule so that the balance between biomolecule/biomolecule
and biomolecule/surface interactions changes which may
even lead to desorption.
3. Aggregation state
Surface adsorption can induce the formation of intermo-
lecular protein aggregates, which are deﬁned as irreversible
complexes between two or more protein monomers present-
ing regions of extended, strong, noncovalent interactions
between the monomers. Such surface-bound aggregates can
be formed either by lateral diffusion or by direct binding
onto preadsorbed proteins.35 The latter is the case, for
instance, of hydrophobic surface-induced amyloid ﬁbrilla-
tion of insulin.36,37 In this case, adsorbed proteins form
clusters (nuclei) on the surface which, at a critical size,
induce the growth of surface-bound amyloid ﬁbers. Upon
agitation, such protein aggregates can be released in solu-
tion which can trigger further surface aggregation and
sometimes aggregate growth in solution. In the case of ther-
apeutic proteins, surface-induced aggregate formation and
their release into solution is considered as an important risk
factor. The understanding of the underlying mechanisms,
the design of more stable molecular variants, and the
control of the processes involved are all subject to intensive
research efforts.38
4. Reversibility of adsorption
Protein surface adsorption can be considered reversible
or irreversible according to three different conditions:
reversible upon dilution, reversible upon changing the
physicochemical conditions (pH, ionic concentration, etc.),
and reversible upon exchange with other proteins (for
example, “Vroman effect”). Adsorption to hydrophobic sur-
faces is usually irreversible with respect to dilution,
whereas adsorption on hydrophilic surfaces, which is domi-
nated by electrostatic interactions, is subject to reversibility
upon pH or ionic strength changes in the solution.39
Homomolecular exchange at the surface has been docu-
mented for several proteins and surfaces,40 whereas other
proteins do not undergo such exchanges41 or change their
behavior depending on the surface.42 In the context of ther-
apeutic proteins, an important question is whether the
protein released from the surface retains its conformational
change or not.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES TO
CHARACTERIZE BIOMOLECULE ADSORPTION AT
SURFACES
Below we describe the experimental techniques to charac-
terize the adsorption of biomolecules at the solid–liquid
interface and for each, present their physical principle and
measured parameters. We decided not to present techniques
that require a very large amount of sample and need speciﬁc
working conditions (e. g. deuteration), such as neutron reﬂec-
tometry43,44 or that are done in dry state, such as time of
ﬂight secondary ion mass spectrometry.45 We also decided to
focus solely on label-free techniques and will not present all
the ﬂuorescence-based techniques, which are powerful but
require the molecule to be labeled with a ﬂuorophore. After a
literature search, we decided to classify them into different
categories: (i) enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)
was set apart, since it is the most widely used test in biology,
already applied in medicine and is thus considered as a refer-
ence, (ii) optical-based techniques that rely on evanescent
waves. In this category, we ﬁnd surface plasmon resonance
(SPR), optical waveguide lightmode spectroscopy (OWLS),
dual polarization interferometry (DPI), and Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy in attenuated total reﬂection mode
(ATR-FTIR). (iii) Acoustic techniques such as quartz crystal
balance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) and other
optical techniques such as spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE)
that rely on reﬂected light. Finally, atomic force microscopy
(AFM) is used for surface imaging at high resolution.
We will not describe the optical equations that describe
the propagation of electromagnetic waves, which are at the
basis of all equations used in the optical-based sensing tech-
niques. The reader is advised to read text books to under-
stand the underlying principal of electromagnetism.46
Several major parameters can be deduced:
(i) Static parameters, including the layer thickness (dA, in
nm), its refractive index nA, and the adsorbed mass
(Γ in ng/cm2). Γ is usually determined by approxima-
tion using the well-known De Feijter formula,47 consid-
ering that it is proportional to nA and ﬁlm thickness dA.
Γ ¼ (nA  nC) dA
(dn=dc)
(in ng=cm2), (1)
where nC is the refractive index of the suspending
medium and dn/dc is the increment of the protein
refractive index as a function of protein concentration.
This is normally determined with a refractometer and
is usually considered to be a ﬁxed value of 0.188mL/g,
but is in fact following a distribution.48
(ii) Kinetic parameters such as kon and koff may also be
estimated.
(iii) Secondary structure in proteins (percentage of
α-helices and β-sheets).
For each technique, we provide information on the physical
principle, the measured parameters, and their advantages and
drawbacks (Table I).
A. ELISA
The ELISA is a technique that uses a solid support (multi-
well plates, beads) for the molecular quantiﬁcation of
immune-complexes via signal ampliﬁcation through an enzy-
matic reaction readout.49 In its most common format, the
antigen to be quantiﬁed is sandwiched between a capture
antibody, linked to a surface, and a detection antibody,
recombinantly fused with horse reddish peroxidase or alka-
line phosphatase. This format allows for high speciﬁcity and
sensitivity (typically in the fM range), two parameters that
are key in diagnosis, in which ELISA tests represent a gold
standard. Classically, the ELISA has been developed in dif-
ferent variants: direct, indirect, sandwich, or competitive
formats are described, depending on the sequential buildup
of the immune-complex to be tested. The enzymatic reaction
generates usually a colored product which is quantiﬁable via
spectrophotometry using appropriate calibration curves.
Different readouts using a ﬂuorescent, electrochemical, or
luminescent signal are also used. The ELISA protocol is
based on sequential incubation steps, generating the immune-
complex to be detected on the solid support and eliminating
nonincorporated molecules with intermediate washing steps.
As the immune-complex is formed on a surface, nonspeciﬁc
surface binding has to be minimized by efﬁcient blocking
using BSA or milk proteins. The reaction rates are limited by
diffusion of the biomolecules, generating therefore relatively
long incubation times (h). Since the 50 years of its existence,
the classical ELISA test has seen its protocol adapted to high
throughput automatization (1000 tests/h) using highly paral-
lelizable systems, minimizing volume, and therefore, reduc-
ing time.50 The introduction of micrometric beads as a solid
support allowed the immune reactions to take place in the
suspension, thus decreasing the diffusion time while increas-
ing the reaction surface dramatically. Using magnetic beads
that can be trapped in a magnetic ﬁeld, facilitates washing
steps, contributing to time and cost minimization.51 Recent
developments using mixtures of beads coated with different
capture antibodies opened the way for highly parallel multia-
nalyte proﬁling. Also, ﬂuorescence readouts combined with
sorting of beads carrying the immune-complexes into single
molecule arrays by lab on disc microﬂuidics have allowed to
push the detection limits to 0.01 pg/mL.52
B. Surface plasmon resonance
Among optical biosensing techniques, SPR is one of the
most prominent with applications in many ﬁelds and a partic-
ularly high impact in pharmaceutical sciences.53 Since its
commercialization in the 1990s, SPR has been developed in
different formats rising to the challenging requirements for
high sensitivity and high throughput.54 A recent review by
Mauriz et al.55 covers SPR-based assays in great detail.
SPR measures variations of the refractive index in close
proximity (up to ∼300 nm) of a sensing surface [Fig. 2(a)].
Such refractive index changes are brought about with mass
changes in the sensing layer that occur upon molecular
binding events. The sensor is generally made of a thin gold
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layer (∼50 nm) deposited at the surface of a glass prism.
Polarized light is shone at variable angles and in conditions
of total internal reﬂection through the glass prism onto the
gold layer. Plasmon resonance occurs when the electrons of
the gold atoms adsorb energy from the photons provided by
the illumination at the resonance angle. An evanescent wave
is then propagated at the gold/solution interface. The mea-
surement of the intensity of the reﬂected light allows the res-
onance angle to be determined. The adsorption of
biomolecules changes the refractive index (nA) at the gold/
solution interface and the layer thickness (dA), which is
related to the change in resonance angle θ. The underlying
equations are complex and cannot be given in a simpliﬁed
manner.56 Thus, we decide not to provide details of these
equations. Instead, we selected a tutorial about SPR (Ref. 57)
that provides a relationship between θ and the refractive
index of the absorbed layer [Eq. (2)].
θ ¼ sin1 1
nF
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
n2An
2
g
n2A þ n2g
s
1
, (2)
where nF is the high refractive index below the gold layer, nG
is the refractive index of the gold, and nA is that of the
adsorbed layer. As a ﬁrst approximation, the change in θ is
linearly related to nA.
57 The signal, which corresponds to the
measured shift in this resonance angle, is expressed as
responds units (RU; 1 RU = 10−4 degrees). SPR is sensitive
to the adsorbed mass, the detection limit being ∼0.1 ng/
cm2.58 Besides the ability of the sensor to detect the adsorb-
ing biomolecules, i.e., the intensity of physically detected
biomolecules, also depends on the molecular weight of the
adsorbing biomolecules: if these are of very small molecular
weight (below 100 g/mol), then it will be very difﬁcult to
detect them at the early stage of their adsorption, even if they
are at high volumic concentration in solution. This is due to
the fact that the number of biomolecules (directly related to
the mass) effectively adsorbed may be below the detection
limit of the sensor. This is particularly true at the beginning
of the adsorption, meaning that it may not be possible to
quantify the kinetic parameters (kon) but solely to follow the
kinetics once the adsorbed mass is above the detection limit
of the biosensor.
SPR allows real time measurements of molecular binding
events and is often used for the determination of association
and dissociation rates, afﬁnity constants, binding typology,
and concentration of molecular reactants. Beyond interaction
analyses, SPR has also been used to study conformational
changes to detect mutations, to identify biomarkers, to
perform high throughput screening for drug discovery and
development, and to study cell responses.59
In general, one interacting species (ligand) is immobilized
on the sensor surface while the second one (analyte) is ﬂown
over the surface in a controlled ﬂow, operated by a microﬂui-
dic system. The binding of the ligand can be covalent using
NH2, SH, or COOH coupling chemistries or noncovalent,
relying on afﬁnity interactions (e.g., biotin-streptavidin,
protein G-antibody, Ni2+-His tag, sequence-speciﬁc
DNA-directed immobilization).59 According to the chosen
immobilization strategy, the orientation of the ligand can be
random or directional, which can impact the sensitivity of
the studied interaction. Nonspeciﬁc adsorption on the
sensor surface is one of the major drawbacks in SPR exper-
iments, as well as with the other experimental techniques
presented below, but it can be minimized using commer-
cially available sensors with inert surface functionalization
such as hydrophilic, protein-repellent carboxymethylated
dextran layers. Block copolymers of polyethyleneglycol
(PEG) and methyl methacrylate may also be used.60,61
Parallel and high throughput analyses are limited in con-
ventional SPR setups by the number of ﬂow channels. In
order to do high throughput analysis and reduce time and
cost, SPR has been developed in the imaging mode (SPRi).
In this mode, the technique is operated at a ﬁxed illumina-
tion angle, and a charge-coupled device camera continu-
ously images the interaction surface and records variations
of the reﬂected light over the entire surface, at each posi-
tion of arrays of hundreds to thousands of different immo-
bilized ligands.
The adsorbed layer can be probed until a deﬁned thick-
ness, limited by the penetration depth of the SPR signal.
This is typically in the 100–250 nm range for wavelengths in
the visible spectrum. Figure 2(a0) shows an example of a
study probing the linearity of the signal with respect to the
amount of adsorbed polyelectrolytes. On an anchoring layer
of adsorbed polyethyleneimine, the buildup of a poly-
electrolyte ﬁlm using alternate layers of polystyrene sulfonate
(negatively charged) and polyallylaminehydrochloride
(positively charged) was recorded. The thickness of these
ﬁlms had been previously shown, using QCM-D and
waveguide spectroscopy, to increase linearly by 3–5 nm per
layer.62 Using the rapidly decreasing amplitude of the SPRi
signal for each layer adsorption, the penetration distance of
the SPRi signal could be estimated to roughly 20 nm in
this experiment.63
In the SPRi mode, the kinetics of protein or polyelectro-
lyte adsorption can be recorded on customized chemical
functionalizations applied to the gold layer. A dually func-
tionalized prism with a hydrophilic (SH-PEG) and a hydro-
phobic (SH-C16) side was thus used to study the preferential
adsorption of human insulin on hydrophobic surfaces
[Fig. 2(a00)]. The SPR signal recorded on the hydrophilic
surface was attributed solely to refractive index changes of
the protein solution compared to the buffer, since it was
shown using other techniques that the protein did not adsorb
on hydrophilic surfaces. The SPR signal recorded on the
hydrophobic surface documents a fast and important adsorp-
tion of insulin followed by a slower linearly increasing
adsorption. The dissociation of insulin from the hydrophobic
surface is not fully reversible and documents that a very
strongly adsorbed protein layer remains surface-bound.63
Sensitivity and resolution improvements have been obtained
with the more recent development of local SPR (LSPR) in
which the sensing is localized on metallic nanoparticles
(smaller than the wavelength of incident light), amplifying the
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signal to the pM range.64 Different formats of LSPR are dis-
cussed in recent reviews, opening the way for the integration of
SPR in point of care devices.65,66 Microscope-objective type
SPR designs are also developed, allowing pixel-by-pixel
tracking of the reﬂectivity in the SPR images to overcome the
spatial resolution limited by the numerical aperture of the
prisms.67 Finally, efforts are made to integrate SPR with other
relevant characterization techniques like mass spectrometry, for
FIG. 2. (a) SPR general principle. (a0) SPRi recording of polyelectrolyte layer-by-layer ﬁlm built on a gold surface. (a0 0) Human insulin association and dissocia-
tion kinetics on hydrophobic/hydrophilic surfaces measured by SPRi. Adapted with permission from Nault et al., Acta Biomater. 9, 5070 (2013). Copyright
2013, Elsevier. (b) OWLS general principle. (b0) OWLS measurement of the effective refractive indices (ΔNTE and ΔNTM) during protein and bacteria adsorption
and desorption on a hydrophobic surface. (b0 0) Adsorbed mass calculated from the recorded effective refractive index shifts during the in situ OWLS measure-
ment. Arrows indicate the times when the sample solutions reach the sensing area. Reproduced with permission from Kovacs et al., Sens. Actuators B: Chem.
257, 839 (2018). Copyright 2018, Elsevier. (c) DPI schematic representation. (c0) Changes in surface coverage and dimensions of a linker used to bind heparin
on gold. The linker was added at ca. t = 3 min, and following PBS washing, the heparin was added at 21 min. After 70 min, the surface was washed with PBS.
(c0 0) The changes in thickness and surface coverage were measured for FGF-2 binding to a surface previously immobilized with heparin dp10. Reproduced with
permission from Popplewell et al., Chembiochem 10, 1218 (2009). Copyright 2009, Wiley. (d) ATR-FTIR general principle. [(d0)–(d0 0)] FTIR spectra and
second derivative of BMP-2 trapped in (d0) hydrated polyelectrolyte (poly-L-(lysine)/hyaluronic acid) ﬁlms and (d00) dried ﬁlms (black: experimental spectrum;
gray: ﬁtted spectrum). Adapted with permission from Gilde et al., Biomacromolecules 13, 3620 (2012). Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.
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example,68 or to incorporate it in optical ﬁbers for miniaturized
sensing probes.69
C. Optical waveguide lightmode spectroscopy
OWLS is a sensitive, label-free, optical waveguide bio-
sensor [Fig. 2(b)]. It is constituted of a grating embossed in a
high refractive index layer (F) made of TiO2/SiO2 (refractive
index nF≈ 1.77, thickness dF≈ 180 nm). A helium–neon
laser beam (λ = 632.8 nm) propagates through the glass sub-
strate, S (refractive index nS), and arrives on the grating that
is embossed within the ﬁlm (F) with an incidence angle θ.
The effective refractive index (N) depends on the wavelength
and on the mode in which the light propagates [transverse
electric (TE) or transverse magnetic (TM)]. It is named NTE
for the transverse electric mode and NTM for the transverse
magnetic mode, which are guided in the ﬁlm F by total
internal reﬂection. There is an evanescent wave at the ﬁl-
m/adsorbed biomolecule layer/suspending cover medium
(F/A/C) and ﬁlm/glass substrate (F/S) interfaces.
N ¼ sin θþ lλ
Λ
, (3)
where l is the diffraction order (equal to 1) and Λ is the
grating constant.
The incoupled guided modes propagate in the waveguid-
ing ﬁlm (F), and the intensity of the light is monitored via
two photodiodes. The effective refractive indices of the
guided modes NTE and NTM are highly sensitive to changes
of the optical parameters of the adsorbed layer (refractive
index nA and thickness dA) that is adsorbing in the suspend-
ing medium of refractive index nC. The mode equations lead
to the corresponding expression for the phase shift Φ:72
Φ ¼ 2kz,FdF þ ΦF,S þ ΦF,A,C ¼ 2πm, (4)
ΦF,S being the phase shift at the F/S interface and ΦF,A,C
being the phase shift at the F/A/C interface:
fF,A,C ¼ fF,C þ 2k0f
n2A  n2C
n2F  n2C
 (N=nC)
2 þ (N=nA)2  1
(N=nC)
2 þ (N=nF)2  1
" #ρ
dA
þ O(d2A), (5)
with ρ = 0 for the TE mode and ρ = 1 for the TM mode.
The waveguide parameters, nF and dF, are initially derived
from the NTE and NTM equilibrium values when the buffer
alone is in contact with the ﬁlm F and dA = 0.
72 The model-
ing generally assumes homogeneous isotropic layers and that
the adsorbed layer is very thin in comparison to the wave-
length of the light (dA  λ). When no assumption is made
on dA, then the equations are more complex and dA values
deduced from the ﬁt differ greatly, especially for values >40
nm.73
The theoretical values of the penetration depth dP of the
evanescent waves for the two modes can be calculated.73 They
are in the order of 170 and 225 nm, respectively, for NTE
and NTM.73 The detection limit of the adsorbed amount is
∼1 ng/cm2. Typical values for nA range from 1.36 to 1.5. nA
is close to 1.36 when the layers are ultrathin, hydrated, and
swollen as is the case for dextran74 or hyaluronan layers.75
OWLS has been widely used to study in situ protein
adsorption onto surfaces, covalent grafting of biomolecules,
such as ethylene glycol dendrons,76 and growth of
layer-by-layer ﬁlms.73,77 Indeed, linearly growing LbL ﬁlms
were used to assess the experimentally measured limit of bio-
molecule sensing, which was found to be in the order of 400
nm.73 This value is about twofold the theoretical value for
the penetration depth. The nature of the adsorption (revers-
ible/irreversible) can also be assessed by comparing the
signal after washing to the initial baseline value.74
An analysis was developed in order to take into account a
possible anisotropy of the adsorbed layer leading to birefrin-
gence.78 In this case, nA consists of ordinary (nO) and
extraordinary refractive indices (nE). It was applied to the
adsorption of ﬂagellin layers [Figs. 2(b0) and 2(b00)].78
Changes in the refractive index provide information on the
structure (orientation) of the layers. It was applied to study
the grafting of carboxymethylated dextran on aminosylated
or epoxysylated surfaces.74
Recently, a planar optical waveguide made of a biocom-
patible material, Nb2O5, was designed at the bottom of com-
mercially available microplates (Epic) to do high throughput
characterization of the adsorption of green tea catechols and
subsequent cell adhesion.79 New experimental developments
also focus on the integration of a grating coupled interferom-
eter and spectroscopic ellipsometer into one single tool.80
D. Dual polarization interferometry
DPI is an optical waveguide interferometer developed by
Freeman et al.81–84 [Fig. 2(c)]. It is composed of three
layers: a reference layer, a cladding layer, and a sensing layer
located on top where the biomolecule will be adsorbed. Two
parallel openings are etched into the upper cladding layer;
therefore, two-channel measurements can be performed in a
biosensor experiment.
The HeNe laser light (λ = 632.8 nm) illuminates the end
face of the two stacked planar waveguides and a small fraction
of it is coupled into the two waveguides. The two polarization
modes (in plane, parallel TE and out of plane, transverse TM,
respectively) are alternatively sent by switching the polariza-
tion every 2 ms, which allows quasisimultaneous measure-
ments of the adsorption process. Classical Young’s fringes
are obtained in the far-ﬁeld diffraction plane and recorded on
a CCD camera as a two-dimensional interference pattern.81 A
Fourier transformation enables the phase shift Φ of TE and
TM modes to be calculated in real time during the adsorption
of the layers [Eq. (6) taken from Ref. 84]:
ΔNTX0(t) ¼
λ
LΛ
 
Δx(t) ¼ λ
2πL
 
Δf(t), (6)
where TX0 denotes TE0 or TM0 and Δx is the spatial shift of
the interference fringes.
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Λ is the spatial period of the fringes and L is the interac-
tion length.
For each polarization mode TE and TM, the range of pos-
sible combinations of layer thickness and refractive index
values is calculated. There will only be one unique combina-
tion that satisﬁes the range of solutions found for TE and
TM.
Besides the phase shift, the fringe contrast (difference
between the peak maximum and peak minimum) enables to
obtain information from the adsorption or scattering pro-
cesses that occur at the interface.
When the adsorbed layer is anisotropic, it may be charac-
terized by birefringence (see above for OWLS). In practice,
it is assumed that NTE= nO and NTM≈ nE and that:
nanisotropy ¼ nE  nO: (7)
DPI thus allows the anisotropy of the layer to be measured in
real time.
Researchers usually calculate the density of the layer
(ρA):
85
ρA ¼ ρP
nA–nC
nP–nC
¼ (nA–nC) dndc , (8)
where ρP is the volumic concentration of protein within the
adsorbed layer (g/mL) and nP is the protein index. In order
to calculate ρA, the absolute properties of the proteins
(nP, ρP) need to be determined from solution measurements
with a refractometer.
To note, Γ = ρA × dA [see Eq. (1) above].
During the past years, DPI has been increasingly used86
for studying carbohydrate/protein interactions,85 the adsorp-
tion of various biomolecules, such as DNA, proteins, lipids,
and membranes,87 and polyelectrolytes, including layer-by-
layer deposition. In particular, it enables to study the adsorp-
tion kinetics in real time with a resolution of seconds.
Changes in conformation of proteins during their adsorption
and aggregation can also be followed.88,89 DPI has been
used to study the binding of protein to glycosaminoglycans
(GAGs) as chondroitin sulfate, keratin sulfate, and heparin.71
The reducing end of GAGs has been grafted onto a
hydrazide-functionalized surface and their surface coverage,
the thickness of the layer, and its density were followed with
DPI [Fig. 2(c0)]. The binding of ﬁbroblast growth factor 2
(FGF2) to grafted heparin (deca) oligosaccharides has been
characterized. With DPI, the authors proved that FGF2 binds
on top of the heparin ﬁlm, which increased in thickness by
4 nm [Fig. 2(c00)]. The binding afﬁnity has also been mea-
sured proving the multiple use of this technique not only to
analyze the mass density and the thickness of biolayers but
also to obtain kinetic data.
E. ATR-FTIR
FTIR uses infrared light to get information on the second-
ary structure of proteins, notably the presence of α-helices
and β-sheets that can be detected at speciﬁc positions inside
the amide I band of the proteins90 [Fig. 2(d)]. Furthermore,
speciﬁc functional groups such as COO− in carboxylic acids
or SO3
2− in sulfated biomolecules can be easily and speciﬁ-
cally detected, like speciﬁc groups in polysaccharide rings.91
Different parts of the spectrum are usually distinguished: sac-
charide ring around 900–1150 cm−1, amide I abound from
1500 to 1700 cm−1, and H-bonds at 3000–3300 cm−1.
The absorbance of biomolecules on surfaces can be fol-
lowed and quantiﬁed using the ATR mode,92 where the
infrared light is passed and guided through a high refractive
index substrate (Ge, ZnSe, or Si) in order to create an eva-
nescent wave at the crystal/solution interface where the layer
is adsorbing. Multiple reﬂections enable to increase the sen-
sitivity. Similarly to OWLS but this time with IR light, the
penetration depth of this evanescent wave enables to probe
the biomolecular adsorption at the surface.
For the quantiﬁcation, the knowledge of the penetration
depth of the evanescent wave, dP,
93 and of the calibration
constant K given below are required:
dP ¼ λ
2πn1[sin2(θ) (nC=nF)]2
, (9)
with λ, the wavelength of the incident light, nF and nC, the
refractive indices of the ZnSe substrate and the medium,
respectively (2.42 and 1.34), and θ the incident angle (45°).
In the case of an inﬁnite medium, the absorbance can be
derived as93
A ¼ K C with K ¼ nC
nF
ε
cos θ
dP
2
, (10)
where C is the concentration of the biomolecules in mg/mL
and ε is the dielectric permittivity of the medium.
For the amide I peak, COO− and C–O–S bonds, dP can
vary between ≈900 and 1500 nm,94 i.e., about 10 times more
than for OWLS since λ is much higher in IR than in visible
light.
A great advantage of the technique is the robustness and
speciﬁc chemical signatures of the functional groups. One
drawback is the need to work in deuterium oxide (D2O)
instead of water due to the strong absorption of water in the
amide I range. Also, it is not highly sensitive and requires a
few milliliters of solution to pass in the chamber above the
crystal. In order to get quantitative information, there is a
need to deconvolute the spectra, which requires some pro-
cessing: the peak positions of the amide I band are ﬁrst esti-
mated by calculating the secondary derivative of the band
[Fig. 2(d0)]. Then, the band is deconvoluted using Lorenzian
or Gaussian functions for each subpeak [Fig. 2(d0)]. Finally,
the % of each secondary structure is calculated by dividing
the area of a given peak by the whole area of the band.
ATR-FTIR was used to probe the secondary structure of
insulin adsorbed onto hydrophobic surfaces63 and to follow
the formation of aggregates as a function of time. It was used
to study the secondary structure of a growth factor, the
BMP-2 trapped in hydrated ﬁlms and in dry polyelectrolyte
ﬁlms4 [Figs. 2(d0) and 2(d00)] in view of future application
for orthopedic biomaterials. The structural elements were
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found to be preserved when BMP-2 was trapped in the bio-
polymeric ﬁlm in hydrated conditions and, to a lesser extent,
in the dry state.
Absolute quantiﬁcation of the adsorbed mass is also pos-
sible [Eq. (9)], provided that a calibration has been done
before, using the same polymers in solution in contact with a
nonadsorbing crystal.95 The adsorbed mass, Γ, which repre-
sents a dry mass, can then be quantiﬁed. It can be compared
to the mass obtained by QCM-D to calculate the percentage
of hydration of the layer. Such comparisons have already
been done for polyelectrolyte multilayer ﬁlms.94,96 The ion
pairing in the polyelectrolyte multilayer assemblies can also
be deduced.94,97 Furthermore, the presence of hydrogen
bonds in LbL assemblies can be clearly identiﬁed in the
2500–3500 cm−1 region.98
F. Spectroscopic ellipsometry
Ellipsometry is an optical technique that measures the
changes in the polarization of light upon reﬂection at a
planar surface [Fig. 3(a)]. This is typically done as a function
of incidence angle or wavelength (or both). The name ellips-
ometry comes from the fact that polarized light becomes
elliptical upon light reﬂection. Polarized light arriving on the
sample can be decomposed in s (TE) and p (TM) compo-
nents, oscillating perpendicular and parallel to the plane of
incidence, respectively. The amplitude of the s-wave and
p-wave reﬂected by the sample is normalized to their initial
values and denoted as rTE and rTM.
The complex reﬂectance ratio between rTE and rTM is
denoted R. Its amplitude and phase shift can be written as a
function of two parameters (Ψ, Δ):
R ¼ r
TM
rTE
¼ tan ψ : ej Δ, (11)
with Δ ¼ δ1  δ2 (δ1 is the phase shift before reﬂection and
δ2 is the phase shift after reﬂection), measured by
ellipsometry.
In SE, the spectra of Ψ and Δ are measured by changing
the wavelength of light.99 However, the parameters Ψ and Δ
cannot be directly converted into the optical properties of the
ﬁlm since they depend on several parameters such as ﬁlm
thickness, refractive index, extinction coefﬁcient, surface
anisotropy, and surface roughness. The refractive index n
depends on λ in a complex manner100 and needs to be
modeled. When the optical constants of the media are well
known, it is possible to use the Cauchy method which calcu-
lates the real (n) and the imaginary (k) part of the refractive
index for a material.99 The application of models is therefore
a drawback of this technique but necessary to calculate dA,
nA, and then deduce Γ.
By applying these principles, SE permits to obtain quanti-
tative information on the adsorbed biomasses in liquid envi-
ronments with a sensitivity that allows to measure
thicknesses of a fraction of a molecular layer and the possi-
bility to follow layer deposition in a time-resolved manner
(milliseconds).101 The drawbacks are (i) the analysis of SE
data can become complex when detailed information is
required or if the investigated ﬁlms have unknown optical
properties102 and (ii) the lateral resolution of the light beam
tends to be in the order of mm. To improve the spatial resolu-
tion, imaging ellipsometry has been developed.103
This will permit the characterization of more complex
substrate–protein interfaces such as multilayer ﬁlms.104,105
By controlling the surface density of bioactive proteins, it is
possible to distinguish the effect of the type of immobiliza-
tion at the cellular level; i.e., the cellular effect of a glycos-
aminoglycan heparan sulfate on the HS-adsorbed BMP-2
bioactivity has been appreciated in comparison to the same
surface amount of BMP-2 directly grafted on the surface106
[Figs. 3(a0) and 3(a00)]. Binding kinetics can also be obtained
with SE as it has been demonstrated for tumor necrosis
factor-inducible gene 6 protein on a hyaluronic acid ﬁlm.107
G. Quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation
monitoring
QCM-D is an acoustic technique based on the inverse pie-
zoelectric effect [Fig. 3(b)]. A quartz crystal is made oscillat-
ing at its resonance frequency f. The adsorption or grafting
of a layer onto it induces a frequency shift, Δf. Rodahl
et al.108 designed a “ring-down” method which cuts the
driving circuit and monitors the freely decaying oscillation
of the crystal. From ﬁtting the exponential decay curve, the
frequency and the energy dissipation are extracted. The
damping factor (D), called dissipation, is related to the ratio
between the energy dissipated during the period of oscilla-
tion (Edissipated) and the energy stored in the system
(Estored).
109
D ¼ Edissipated
2πEstored
: (12)
QCM-D monitors the adsorption process in real time in
liquid, providing detailed information about the binding
kinetics, and the morphology and stability of thin ﬁlms made
of polymers (natural or synthetic) and proteins.
In the case of a thin and rigid ﬁlm, Δf is related to the
adsorbed mass Δm by the Sauerbrey equation:110
Δm ¼ CΔf
n
, (13)
where C is the mass sensitivity constant (17.7 ng cm−2 Hz−1
at 5 MHz) and n is the overtone number.
For a viscoelastic ﬁlm, the QCM-D response has been
modeled using a Voigt model111 (i.e., a spring and dashpot
in parallel under no slip conditions). It is assumed that the
adsorbed layer is homogeneous with a uniform thickness.
The frequency changes (Δf ) and the dissipation factor
changes (ΔD) can thus be written as
Δf   1
2πρ0d0
ηC
δC
þ dAρFϖ 2dA
ηC
δC
 2 ηAϖ2
μ2F þ ϖ2η2A
( )
(14)
and
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ΔD   1
πfρ0d0
ηC
δC
þ 2dA ηC
δC
 2 ηAϖ2
μ2A þ ϖ2η2A
( )
, (15)
where ω is the angular frequency of the oscillation, and ρ0 and
h0 are the density and thickness of the crystal, respectively.
The viscosity of the bulk liquid is ηC, δC ¼ (2ηC=ρCω)
1=2
is
the viscous penetration depth of the shear wave in the bulk
liquid, and ρC is the liquid density. The thickness, density,
viscosity, and elastic shear modulus of the adsorbed layer are
represented by dA, ρA, ηA, and μA, respectively.
By assuming the density and viscosity of the bulk liquid
(ρC and ηC are 1000 kg m
−3 and 1 mPa s, respectively) and a
ﬁxed density of the layer (ρF =1009 kg m
−3), the QTOOLS soft-
ware (Qsense, Gotenborg, Sweden) estimates the thickness,
viscosity, and shear modulus of the adsorbed layer. Another
robust method, alternative to Voigt, for QCM-D data of
homogeneous viscoelastic ﬁlms has been published.112,113 It
considers the ﬁlm as a viscoelastic material characterized by
a shear complex modulus G(ω). For a more complete expla-
nation on the viscoelastic and mechanic measurements with
QCM-D, refer to Johannsmann.114
QCM-D measures the mass of biomolecules coupled with
the solvent (often water) in the ﬁlm. To obtain quantitative
information on the dried adsorbed mass, it is appropriate to
combine it with optical techniques such as OWLS,115 SE in
liquid,116 or ATR-FTIR.94 The combined QCM-D and SE
setup has been used for the ﬁrst time to characterize the dep-
osition of polymeric layers in layer-by-layer ﬁlm deposi-
tion116 [Fig. 3(b)]. This process has already been
characterized by QCM-D; however, the authors wanted to
understand how much the deposition of a new polyelectro-
lyte layer would affect the content of water of the previously
assembled layers. The combination of QCM-D and SE in the
same device permits to follow in real time the solvent-
dependent growth of the LbL ﬁlm [Fig. 3(b)] and to calculate
the hydration of the multilayer ﬁlm by comparing the optical
mass to the QCM-D mass [Fig. 3(b)].116
H. Atomic force microscopy
AFM is a scanning probe technique that uses the tip of a
cantilever to probe the surface by measuring the interaction
forces between the tip and the surface117 (Fig. 4). When the
AFM tip approaches the sample, it experiences attractive
forces due to van-der-Waals, capillary forces, and, once in
contact with the sample, repulsive forces generated by the
electron clouds around atoms. There are two possible working
modes: contact and intermittent mode. In contact mode, the
distance between the tip and the surface is kept constant and
the interaction forces are measured; alternatively, the force is
ﬁxed to a certain value and the distances between the tip and
the surface are varied to keep the force value constant. This
imaging mode is rather appropriate for samples with low
FIG. 3. (a) Spectroscopic ellipsometry general principle. [(a0) and (a0 0)] Spectroscopic measurements of the mass adsorption of biomolecules with time: (a0)
sequential adsorption of streptavidin, biotinylated heparan sulfate, and BMP-2; (a0 0) mass of streptavidin coated with biotinylated BMP-2 (b-BMP-2). Start of
buffer rinse is indicated by arrows. Adapted with permission from Migliorini et al., Adv. Biosyst. 1, 1600041 (2017). Copyright 2017, WILEY-VCH Verlag
GmbH & Co. (b) QCM-D schematic representation of the principle. [(b0) and (b0 0)] Combined QCM-D and SE to follow real time layer-by-layer assembly. (b0)
Assembly of 17 polyelectrolyte layers followed in situ by the combined QCM-D/ellipsometry device showing two graphs: on top, the QCM-D response Δf and
ΔD vs time for a selected overtone (i = 3) and at the bottom, ellipsometric response ψ and Δ vs time for a selected wavelength (λ = 632.5 nm). The starting time
of each deposition step and rinses are indicated by solid and dashed arrows, respectively, together with the step number. (b00) Adsorbed mass as a function of
the number of deposited layers measured via the two experimental techniques: Γopt (squares, measured by ellipsometry) reﬂects the pure polymer mass while
ΓQCM (circles, measured by QCM-D) includes solvent in the ﬁlm. Both measured Γ exhibit an approximately linear growth trend. Reproduced with permission
from Ramos et al., Macromolecules 43, 9063 (2010). Copyright 2010, American Chemical Society.
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surface roughness. In the intermittent mode, the tip is made
oscillating at a given frequency and the amplitude of the oscil-
lating cantilever is recorded. The interaction force between the
tip and the surface inﬂuences this amplitude. In the intermit-
tent contact mode (or tapping mode), the tip goes in contact
with the sample. In the noncontact mode, the tip is positioned
at a given distance of the surface, which depends on the tip/
surface interaction force that is set by the user to a given
value. The precise control of the tip position is ensured via a
feedback control loop. In both contact mode and intermittent
mode, a feedback loop moves the tip up and down to keep the
interaction force constant, providing direct information on the
tip/surface distance, and thus the height of the sample.
Tapping mode is the preferred working mode when delicate
objects such as proteins are to be imaged. AFM can be per-
formed in air or in liquid. In this latter case, care should be
taken that the experimental conditions are stabilized (working
in buffer and at perfectly controlled temperature) in order to
avoid signal drift. It is often used to image surface topography
and deduce surface roughness at the nanometer scale as well
as to image protein aggregates.118
AFM can be used to image adsorbed molecules on a
surface, to appreciate their size, homogeneity, and density
which can be relevant to understand their adsorption kinetics.
Human insulin amyloid aggregation is triggered by its
adsorption on hydrophobic surfaces. The kinetics is charac-
terized by an important lag phase during which aggregative
nuclei form on the surface. This lag phase can be dramati-
cally shortened in the presence of substoichiometric amounts
of aggregative peptides (LK9) in solution.119 Figure 4(c)
shows that this acceleration goes in pair with the rapid for-
mation of numerous surface-adsorbed nuclei which are
absent when peptide [Fig. 4(a)] or insulin [Fig. 4(b)] are
incubated alone with the hydrophobic surface. The accelera-
tion is thus due to a surface-linked phenomenon, namely the
preferential formation of adsorbed aggregation nuclei.
Soft and hydrated surfaces, such as those made of polymer
brushes, are usually more difﬁcult to image since they are
prone to uncontrolled tip/surface interactions and displacement
by the tip. AFM has been widely used to image protein aggre-
gation at surfaces,120 ﬁbril formation,121 polyelectrolyte
brushes, and polyelectrolyte multilayer ﬁlms.75
In addition to surface imaging, AFM can measure force–
distance curves and provide information on interaction
forces. It is possible to chemically modify the tip in order to
measure speciﬁc interaction forces at single molecular
level122 or at cell–cell or cell–substrate level.123,124 A colloi-
dal probe attached to the tip can also be used to locally
perform nanoindentations and, using an appropriate model,
to ﬁt the force/distance curves, to quantitatively estimate an
apparent Young’s modulus.125,126
There are a few drawbacks of the technique: being a scan-
ning probe technique, image acquisition requires at least
several minutes or tens of minutes depending on the
expected resolution, a drawback that can be improved by
using high-speed AFM.117 The signal acquisition is also
affected by thermal noise ﬂuctuations and high resolution
imaging can be obtained only in very well controlled envi-
ronmental conditions. The proximity of the tip with the
surface may lead to tip contamination or to unwanted motion
of the adsorbed biomolecules.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Characterizing the adsorption of biomolecules on solid sur-
faces remains challenging because of the very small amounts
of adsorbed material to be detected, the inherent difﬁculties to
sense at an interface without interference from the solution and
the concomitance of several molecular phenomena (adsorption,
desorption, conformational changes, and rearrangements). The
complete description of molecular surface adsorption needs
with no doubt input from multiple, complementary surface
sensing techniques that are either optical or acoustic and should
ideally bring together data on the amount, distribution, confor-
mation, and stability of surface-adsorbed molecules.
Most techniques have similar sensitivities, but allow more
or less ﬂexibility in terms of type of surface or functionaliza-
tion, parallel experimental runs, and ease of use (Table I).
However, each method is more adequate to obtain a certain
type of parameter. In particular, the most accurate methods
to measure the dry mass are SE, OWLS, and DPI while it is
QCM-D for the wet mass. Besides, the mechanical properties
of soft biomolecules can be measured during their surface
adsorption using QCM-D. SPR has been mostly developed
FIG. 4. AFM schematic representation of the principle of AFM imaging. [(a)–(c)] AFM images of insulin prenuclei formed on a hydrophobic surface upon
incubation with (a) aggregative peptide alone, (b) insulin solution without peptide, and (c) insulin solution with aggregative peptide. The scale bar represents
500 nm. Reproduced with permission from Chouchane et al., J. Phys. Chem. B 119, 10543 (2015). Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.
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to study the binding kinetics of biomolecules on a substrate.
ATR-FTIR is used to gain information on molecular confor-
mational changes. Finally, the spatial organization of biomol-
ecules can be imaged using AFM. It should be noted that
there are limitations in the models that are currently used to
get quantitative data. It would be nice if more efforts could
be done to take into account the full equations, not their
approximated form to very small thicknesses, and layer
anisotropy, and to implant these models in the softwares
used for data analysis.
Currently, there is a trend to develop the techniques and to
combine several techniques in a single instrument in order to
gain further insight into the nature and characteristics of the
adsorbed molecular species. For example, OWLS was com-
bined with ellipsometry80 and SPR with mass spectroscopy.68
In all the presented techniques, efforts are also made to
gain in sensitivity, throughput, and other important parame-
ters such as minimization of sample volume or even sample
recycling. New techniques are currently being developed
such as biolayer interferometry that can be used at high
throughput127,128 and wet surface-enhanced ellipsometric
contrast microscopy129 to image surface adsorption with
nanometric z resolution. The progress in experimental tech-
niques also nourishes modeling and simulation of molecular
surface adsorption, which contribute to our understanding of
these complex multiscale phenomena.130
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